Bone marrow-derived stem/progenitor cells: their use in clinical studies for the treatment of myocardial infarction.
Over the last six years, several centres around the world have started clinical trials to investigate the utilisation of bone marrow-derived cells for myocardial infarction. Different types and numbers of cells have been used assuming they possess a potential to originate new endothelial cells and/or cardiomyocytes to repair/regenerate the ailed heart. Despite diversity in number, clinical status of subjects, route of cell administration, and criteria to evaluate efficacy, the main conclusion drawn from these clinical studies was that such therapies were safe. However, attempts to unify efficacy data have yielded no clear answers, so far. This review offers an in-depth and critical analysis of these trials and intends to evaluate from the cellular biology and clinical cardiology viewpoints, the significant information that has been published since 2002, as well as that emerging from ongoing clinical trials. Emphasis will be placed on cellular types, research designs and methods to evaluate efficacy of each particular treatment modality.